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Introduction 

Intensive care has been defined as a service for patients with potentially 
recoverable conditions who can benefit from more detailed observation 
and invasive treatment than can safely be provided in general wards or 
high-dependency areas.1 

The origin of intensive care goes back to developments in the treatment of 
vital organ failure, which started several decades ago. In the early 1950s, 
the poliomyelitis epidemic in Copenhagen led to the use of ventilation 
technology and resuscitation techniques in the clinic. These techniques 
were brought to the clinic from the operating theatre by 
anaesthesiologists in order to sustain polio victims who experienced 
respiratory failure due to paralytic seizures.2, 3 The development of 
intensive care was further stimulated by the awareness that caring for 
severely ill patients in a specific area of the hospital where various 
expertises are concentrated could be life saving and is more efficient 
compared to caring for these patients across different wards.4 

Although many things have changed since the first ICU's came into being, 
two practices in the care for critically ill patients have remained since 
then: triage by grouping patients together according to their physical 
stability, and intense observation by assigning one single nurse to one or 
at the most two patients.5 

Two main types of patients can be distinguished in intensive care. First, 
patients who are primarily admitted to the ICU for life-saving therapy 
following trauma or other acute life-threatening conditions. Secondly, 
patients whose admission is planned as part of a specific therapy (e.g. 
complex elective surgery). The care for both types of patients is mainly 
concerned with the preservation and/or support of vital organ functioning. 
The support and monitoring of vital organ functioning has brought about a 
range of technical developments. The result is a multiplication of 
therapeutic options that have become available to ICU patients. As a 
consequence the complexity of nursing care in the ICU increased rapidly 
and ongoing training of the nursing staff was required to maintain the 
appropriate level of knowledge and skills.6' 7 In order to keep the ICU 
manageable the nursing role had to expand, i.e. nurses had to adopt tasks 
that had previously been part of the physician's domain.8 Although this 
extension of nursing tasks refers mostly to practical skills and 
interventions, they are usually accompanied by a transition from 
dependent nursing role functions (the nurse completes orders written by 
the physician) to independent nursing role functions.9 Illustrative of these 
changes is the monitoring of the bedside patient-machine interactions, 
which nowadays is for the most part performed by ICU nurses. 
The nursing independence, however, is often wrongly interpreted as 
nursing autonomy. Autonomy refers to a self-directing attitude, especially 
with regard to clinical decision-making, and self-reflecting judgement of 
own performance. 
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Fact is that ICU nurses have mainly and uncritically relied on experiential 
knowledge gained through their interactions with nursing colleagues, 
medical staff and patients to improve their care.10 Their increased 
independence has not led to an increased autonomy regarding their 
profession. Probably the only thing that has happened is that nursing care 
has become more opaque for other disciplines. 
The emergence of the evidence-based practice (EBP) in the past ten years 
and its gradual (but very slow) adaptation into the nursing field has 
brought about some sense for the need to develop a critical attitude 
towards the results of nursing care.11 In nursing, the adaptation of EBP is 
limited to the so-called 'regulatory EBP', i.e. the use of research-based 
principles for the production of clinical guidelines that are meant to 
rationalise clinical care. A formative element of this 'regulatory' approach 
is the emphasis on (clinical) epidemiology as a prerequisite to answer 
structured questions. But epidemiology seems the absolute opposite of the 
nurses' attitude, which is imbued by concepts of individual-centred care 
rather than average study results on group level. Still, statistical data are 
an important part of the nursing legacy and, as Nightingale has 
demonstrated, provide an organised strategy for learning from 
experience.12 

The recognition of the necessity to improve ICU nursing care by reducing 
variability in nursing care performance confronted us with an abundance 
of potential research questions. One of the first things to consider is 
safety. 
The overall prerequisite of ICU nursing care is to guarantee the patient's 
safety. Blaming the fallible nurse in case of accidents, is natural, 
emotionally satisfying and legally convenient, but in most cases not 
justif ied. If we observe a nurse acting in an odd or unsatisfactory fashion, 
we are automatically inclined to view this person as careless, incompetent 
or reckless. But if we ask this nurse why she was acting in that fashion 
she would almost certainly emphasise the complex situational aspects that 
forced her to do what she did. 
The complexity of a system is known to be an important predictor of 
errors.13 Since the organisation and operational systems in the ICU are 
complex, this explains why the ICU is an error-prone environment. The 
complexity of intensive care is often used as an argument to justify and 
rationalise error.14 For the individual nurse it will mean that the more 
complex tasks she performs, the more errors she will make.15 

Although people presume that there is a strong linear association between 
the magnitude of a cause and its consequence, a detailed examination of 
serious adverse events reveals that the concatenation of often relatively 
banal factors, which are hardly significant in themselves, can be 
devastating in their combination or interaction.16 The lesson learned here 
is that accidents are the products of a number of subsequent failures until 
the last nurse at the sharp end of the system makes the final mistake or 
protocol violation that makes the consequences visible. 
A powerful way to improve patient safety is to learn from the mistakes we 
make and the adverse events that occur. 
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Although a variety of registration tools to capture adverse events have 
been widely implemented in health care they are known to fail in their 
results. In this thesis an alternative method to assess the safety of ICU 
nursing care is presented. The occurrence of apparent deviations from 
formal nursing care was the basis for measurement of patient safety. 
In order to reduce variability in nursing care performance, we prioritised 
other potential research questions (besides patient's safety) according to 
the following criteria. First the variability of care should be substantial, 
and, second, there are (hardly) no evidence-based interventions or 
solutions available to minimize this variation. 

When we combine both criteria (variability and evidence), a simple outline 
of prioritising research topics appear (Table 1). 

Table 1) Simple criterion to prioritise objectives for nursing research 

Variation in Evidence- What to do 
practice based 

care 

Present Present 

Present 

Absent 

Absent 

Absent 

Present 

Absent 

a) More work is needed to implement; refresher 
course 

b) First priority for research* 

c) Standard evaluation of care (quality control) 

d) Can wait, low priority (outdated protocols) 

* A further selection must be made based on the amount of risk that is involved 
in the daily nursing care in terms of patient outcomes. 

Unfortunately most ICU nursing care is subjected to large variations in 
performance and lacks a clear basis of evidence. Therefore, we added 
another criterion to prioritise nursing research topics namely: the direct 
nursing contribution to patients' health outcomes and failure of nursing 
care mostly remains unnoticed. According to this framework, two topics 
emerge: enteral nutrition and sedation. 
Before our nutrition studies started, it was already known that a poor 
nutritional status in ICU patients could compromise gut barrier function, 
prolong ventilator dependency, and increase morbidity and mortality.18 ,19 , 

20 Moreover, patients who are undernourished or at risk of malnutrition 
stay longer in the ICU and have a significantly higher incidence of 
complications.20,21 

With this knowledge in mind, we investigated the optimal and safe 
delivery of nutrition. Because we sought for ways to improve feeding 
intake in our ICU patients we found that the use of large feeding 
containers with a prolonged hang-time was associated with improved 
intake of enteral feeding. However there was no evidence that this 
practice was safe in terms of bacterial contamination of enteral nutrition. 
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The last topic of this thesis, ICU sedation practice, shares the same 
features as nutrit ion: the responsibility for the success of outcomes lies 
mainly in the hands of nurses and the failure of care mostly remains 
unnoticed. A large variation is visible in the daily practice in the manner in 
which nurses manage the sedation level, which leads to oversedation and 
a prolonged ICU stay.2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 The lack of an effective intervention and the 
visible failure of the sedation practice therefore led to two studies 
presented in this thesis. 

Structure of the thesis 

In this thesis, patient safety, nutrition and sedation are discussed in three 
different parts. 

Part 1: Measuring the quality of intensive nursing care. 
Safety is a largely unknown factor in ICU nursing care since physicians 
and nurses do not report incidents that are a (potential) threat to patient 
safety.25, 26 In the ICU, incidents can rapidly deteriorate a patient's 
condition but are mostly difficult to distinguish from the symptoms that 
occur because of the unstable conditions of these patients. Moreover, 
besides the confusing mix of symptoms and incidents most negative 
effects will only become visible after a longer period of time, when the 
relation with any incident will already be forgotten. In this thesis we report 
the development and use of an objective method to quantify patient 
safety. 

Chapter 2 introduces a new model to measure quality of care in the ICU: 
the Critical Nursing Situation Index (CNSI). In this chapter the 
backgrounds of the CNSI are given and the instrument is explained. A 
quantitative expression of quality of care, based on elements of patient 
safety is presented. In Chapter 3 we present a study that examines the 
feasibility, reliability and validity of the CNSI instrument. In Chapter 4 the 
application of the CNSI as an outcome measure is presented. In view of 
the prospect of serious shortages of nursing staff we investigated whether 
the introduction of nurses without ICU experience would seriously cause a 
significant shift in the quality of ICU nursing care. 

Part 2: Reducing uncertainty and risk of the enteral feeding practice. 
Enteral nutrition has gained popularity in the ICU by its ease of use and 
low costs compared to total parenteral nutrition. However, there are 
serious doubts about the actual intake of enteral nutrition and, 
consequently, their benefit to patients. 
In Chapter 5 the results of a one-year registration of the ICU feeding 
practice is presented and the role of predefined risk factors for sub-
optimal feeding intake are quantified. In Chapter 6 we examined the risk 
of bacterial contamination of ready-to-use 1-L feeding bottles and 
administration sets in ICU patients. Chapter 7 In addition to chapter 6 we 
examined also the bacterial safety of another 1-L alternative feeding 
container design and compared it with the standard 0.5-L feeding bottle. 
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Part 3: Improving sedation practice 
An increasing number of patients ventilated in prone position and 
requiring deep levels of sedation confronted us with our failing sedation 
management, as demonstrated by their prolonged recovery periods. 
Chapter 8 Nurses have to manage sedation depth by using clinical 
observation scales. Oversedation in this situation is a serious problem. In 
this study we present the reliability and validity of a new and simple 
observational method to measure sedation levels in ICU patients. In 
Chapter 9 The Bispectral Index (BIS) is introduced as a promising 
measure of the effects of anaesthesia and sedation on the brain. Despite 
extensive experience in the field of anaesthesia, little is known about the 
effectiveness of the BIS in the ICU. We examined the additional value of 
the BIS in conjunction with two clinical sedation scales. 
Chapter 10 (English and Dutch) presents a summary and closing remarks. 
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